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The Romance between You, a Circle, and the Rectangle:
Visuospatial Perspective Shifting and Empathy in Social Sharing Context

Background

Method Key Results

57 undergraduates (25male, Mean age [SD]: 20.1 [2.0]
Social Sharing Task

Baseline Measures v Rate primary mood states

Exposure

v Listen to an audio of a narrator sharing 
recent daily hassles

v Imagine the sharing as from a friend
v Approach the narrator’s experience & 

feelings

Key Measures v Rate post-sharing emotions (Personal 
distress, Empathic Distress, Compassion)

Visuospatial Perspective Switching Task

v Judge the left-right location of circle in relation to the square

Experimental Psychopathology and Psychotherapy Laboratory, 
Department of Psychology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Interrelations of Vicarious Emotions

Perspective shifting and Vicarious Emotions

Personal Distress (Per D) and Empathic Distress (Emp D) 
were highly related. Both had small negative

correlations with Compassion (Com P).

Flexibility in shifting back to self-perspective was associated 
with greater Personal Distress and Empathic distress, 

but not with increased compassionate response.
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Key Question : Does flexible perspective shifting also relate to empathy in a social sharing context?
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Previous study in our laboratory 
demonstrates the link between 
flexibly shifting back to self-
perspective and sharing emotions of 
people in affect-charged photos.

Compassion did not share similar association 
patterns and correlation with two other 
reactions.

Shifting back to self-perspective plays a crucial 
role in empathy.

After imagining the situation in another’s view, 
it is seeing the situation in first-person eyes 
critical for us to experience their distress 
empathically.

Experiencing the other’s distress in 
ourselves does not necessarily 
accompanied by a compassionate, 
caring attitude.

Empathy: Feeling the first-person distress for another

For this empathic feeling to arise, we may need to imagine 
how something looks for another person. This involves taking  
the person’s situation beyond the current view and 
subsequently placing the self in that situation. 

Hearing the friend talking about                          
her day of misfortune, 
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(Chiu & Yeh, 2018)

(Batson et al, 1997)

(Chiu & Yeh, 2018)

“Feeling sad”
“I feel sad for her”

“I feel sympathetic”

various emotions wells up in our heart. (Batson, Early, & Salvarani, 1997)


